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Communicated by M. Rosenblatt 
The recently developed strong approximation methods are discussed and 
applied to the problem of testing whether two independent multivariate samples 
come from the same population and whether the components of the observations 
are independent. The usual Crank-von Mises statistic, as well as one based on 
the difference between the sum of the two multivariate EDF’s and twice the 
product of the marginal EDF’s of one, are studied. A fairly sensitive integral 
statistic is also discussed. Consistency and some asymptotic power properties 
are explored. Emphasis is placed on explication of the strong approximation 
methodology. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this article is to acquaint the general statistical community 
with the recently developed strong approximation methodology. To do so, 
we will consider the problem of testing whether two independent multi- 
variate samples come from the same population and whether their components 
are independent. The strong approximation methodology used can also accom- 
modate the corresponding k-sample problem, but for the sake of clarity, we will 
restrict ourselves to two samples. 
Let XI , X, ,..., X, ,... and YI , Y, ,..., Y, ,... be two independent samples 
of independent random vectors, where the Xi (i = 1, 2,...) are identically 
distributed with continuous distribution function F: F(x) = P[X, < x], 
x E Rd; and the Yj (j = 1, 2,...) are identically distributed with d.f. G: G(x) = 
iP[ Yj < x], where f is the usual partial ordering of Rd. Let G, (1 < K < d) be 
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the Kth marginal distribution function for the I;, (j = 1, 2,...), that is G,(y) = 
P[ Yjk < y], where y  E R and Yj :== ( Yj, , Yj, ,..., Yjd). Similarly, let Fk denote 
the Rth marginal d.f. for the Xi (i = 1 , 2,...). In this article, we shall study some 
statistics, based on the multivariate empirical process, which can be used to 
test the composite null hypothesis: 
H,: F = G and G(x) = fi G,(x,), 
h=l 
for all .x = (x1 , xa ,..., xd), (I .l) 
without knowing what that common distribution function is. Note that under 
Ho , we have F(x) = nz=, Fk(xlc), for all x E Rd, and hence Fk = G, , for each 
k = 1, 2,..., d. The second part of (1.1) states that G (and F) is the product of 
its marginals, that is, the components of the vectors Xi and Yi are independent. 
Let F,(x) denote the proportion of the outcomes of X1 , X, ,..., X, which are 
less than or equal to x, in the usual partial ordering of Rd. F,(x) is the usual 
empirical d.f. based on X, , X, ,..., Xn . Similarly, let G,(x) be the empirical d.f. 
based on Yr , Ya ,..., Y+, . Consider the process 
snm(x) = @n/(~ + m)11’2[Fn(4 - GmWl, x6Rd. (1.2) 
Our aim is to obtain almost-sure representations of S,, in terms of Gaussian 
processes and then to study the statistic 
2 
wnwl = 
s 
nm(n + tt~)-~[F,(x) - G,Jx)]~ d[nF,(x) + mG,(x)](n $ m)-‘. (1.3) 
Note that [nF,(x) + mG,(x)](n + m)-l is just the empirical d.f. based on the 
outcomes of X, , X, ,..,, X, , Yr , Ya ,..., Y, considered as one sample. Under 
the null hypothesis H,, , the statistic w:, becomes asymptotically distribution 
free, that is, in the limit, w:, does not depend on the d.f.‘s F and G. We shall 
show that the test based on w:, is consistent against the following two alter- 
natives: 
A,: F(x,,) # G(x,), for some x0 E lid and G(x) = fi G,(xi), for all x E Rd; 
61 
A,: F(x,) f  G(x,), for some x0 E Rd and G(x,) # fi Gi(xai) for some x,, E Rd. 
j=l 
However, in general, the w&- test is not consistent against the alternative: 
A,: F = G and G(x,) # fI  Gj(xoj) for some x0 = (xOr ,..., xsd), (1.4) 
j=l 
that is, w%, would have a nondegenerate limiting distribution under A,. 
A, , A, , and A, exhaust all the possible alternatives to Ho . 
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In order to handle A, , we propose the following process: 
znm(x) == [nm/(n + m)]“” (F,(x) - fi Gm&,) + GA4 - ii G&d] 
k=l k=l 
== b/(~ + 41”” [F,(s) + G&4 - 2 fi G&J] 3 
k=l 
(1.5) 
where G,,(x,) (X = (xi, x2 ,..., sd)) is the Kth marginal empirical d.f. based on 
Yl 3 yz ,***, Y, , that is, G,,(x,) is the proportion of the Yi (1 < i < m) for 
which Yik < xb . From the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem, we have 
sup I G&x,) - G&,)1 =-LO, 
X@R 
for each k, hence 
and so to test whether F = G = I$=, G, or not, the process Z,, , defined by 
(1.5), has meaning. 
Under HO, the process Z&X) can be asymptotically represented by a d- 
dimensional Brownian Bridge. We will also study the following statistic based 
on Z&X): 
(1.6) 
It will be shown that the test based on Mi, is consistent against a large class of 
alternatives which includes A, of (1.4) (but does not contain all of either A, 
or A,). 
Since tabulation of significance points of the limiting distribution of M& 
under Ho is not available for dimension d > 2, we will also study the following 
integral statistic, of which the limiting distribution under Ho is known: 
-km = j&&bf~l%k(3*)]. (1.7) 
In Section 2, we will introduce the strong approximation methodology and 
apply it in Section 3 to the processes (1.2) and (1.5). Sections 4 and 5 study 
the consistency and some asymptotic power properties of the statistics (1.3), 
(1.6), and (1.7). 
Remark 1. In the following, the underlying probability space is assumed to 
be rich enough in the sense that an independent sequence of Wiener processes, 
which is independent of the originally given independent and identically 
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distributed sequence of random vectors, can be constructed on the assumed 
probability space. This is a technical requirement which allows for the con- 
struction of the Gaussian processes in Theorems A and B. Since one can expand 
the underlying probability space to make it rich enough, this assumption is not 
restrictive. 
2. YRELIR~INARIES 
For the sequence XI , X, ,... with d.f. F, let 
E,(x) = n1/2[Fn(x) -F(s)], for all x E Rd 
be the empirical process based on the first II observations AYr , XY2 ,..., S,, . 
M. CsiirgB and P. RCvCsz have shown that E, can be almost surely represented 
by a Gaussian process. Before we state their result, we will introduce some 
notations and definitions concerning some Gaussian processes, which play a 
central role in strong approximation theory. Gaussian processes are, from a 
distributional point of view, completely determined by their mean and covariance 
function. 
A d-dimensional Brownian Bridge [II( s , s E Id] is a Gaussian process defined ) 
on Id = [0, Ild with mean E&s) = 0 and covariance function EB(s) B(t) = 
s A t - SlS2 “‘s&t, ... t, , for fixed s and t, where s = (sr , ss ,..., sd) E Id, 
t = (tl , t, ,..., td) E Id, and s A t = (sr A t,)(s, A t2) ... (sd A td). (For two real 
numbers si and ti , si A ti denotes the minimum of si and ti .) 
A (d + I)-dimensional Kiefer process [K(s, n), s E Id, rz = 1, 2,...] is a 
Gaussian process with mean EK(s, n) = 0 and covariance function 
EK(s, n) K(t, m) = (n A m)[s A t - slsE ... s,t,t, ..* t,], 
for fixed s, t E I*, and n, m > 0. 
When d = I, B is just the usual Brownian Bridge defined on Id. The Kiefer 
process K(s, n) behaves like a Brownian Bridge in s and a Wiener process in 12. 
For fixed n, ~l/~K(s, n) z9 B(s), a Brownian Bridge (s ~1~). 
For the random vector XI -= (XI, , X,, ,..., XI& let 
F’Yx,) = P[x,, < 4, 
and 
Fti’(q ( x1 , x2 ,..., Xj-J = PIXlj < Xj i Xl1 = Xl ,..., Xl,j-l = Xjwl] 
forj = 2, 3 ,..., d, x = (x1 , .1c2 ,..., xd). Define the transformation Ti: P ---f Ii by 
Ti(x, , x2 ,..., xi) = (F+,), Fc2’(x2 ( x1) ,..., F(i)(xi 1 x, ,..., x&). 
Let D, = {(al, a2 ,..., ad): ai < xi , j = 1, 2 ,..., d}, and let TD, = T,D, be 
the image of the set D, under the transformation Td . 
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We have 
THEOREM A (Csorgii-Rev&z [8]). Let X, , X, ,... be a sequence of independent 
and identically distributed d-dimensional random vectors with a continuous distribu- 
tion function F. Assume that the W’(. / x1 ,..., xibl) (i = I, 2 ,..., d) are continuous, 
strictly monotone distribution functions for any jixed x1 , x2 ,..., xipl; the functions 
F’yxi / T*T& , t, )...) ti-1)) are differentiable with respect to t, , t, ,..,, tieI over 
the interior of Ii-l; and 
for some positive constant C. 
Then, one can construct a sequence {B,} of Brownian Bridges and a Kiefer 
process K such that 
sup / E,(x) - B,(TD,)i “2’ O[n-1’[2(d+1)l(log n)3/2] 
ZERd 
(2-l) 
and 
sup 1 tP2E,(x) - K( TD, , n)l “2. ~[n(d+l)/[2(d+Z,] log2 @I. (2.2) 
Z%Rd 
Remark 2. By sup2 ) h,(x)! ,=B.s. O[g(n)], we mean 
lim sup sup ( h,(x) g(n)-’ ( < 00, 
n-m 2 
a.s. Hence the results of Theorem A imply that the left side of (2.2), when 
divided by n1i2, and the left side of (2.1) converge almost-surely to zero. Con- 
sequently, E,(X) --@ B(TD,) in the usual weak convergence sense. 
Remark 3. In the paper [8] by CsiirgB and Rev&z, the sets TD, (x E Rd) 
are approximated by rectangles in Id, and the Brownian Bridge measure and the 
Kiefer measure are defined on these sets in the inclusion-exclusion way. In 
fact, B(TD,) is a representation of the Gaussian process G(x) = B(TD,) (the 
existence of which was first proved by Dudley [ll]) in terms of a Brownian 
Bridge measure. The covariance is given by(letting x A y  = (x1 A yr ,..., xd A yd)) 
EB(TD,) B( TD,) = h(TDz n TD,) - h(TD,) h(TD,) 
= F(x A Y) -Ftx)Ft~), 
where X is the Lebesgue measure on Id. For the Kiefer measure, 
EK(TD, , n) K(TD, , m) = (n A m)[F(x A y) - F(x)F( y)]. 
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In the univariate (d = I) case, Komlos et a/. [16] have obtained a best and an 
almost best rate of convergence for their approximation of the empirical 
process. We state their result: 
THEOREM B (Komlos et al. [ 161). Let Xl , xYz ,... be a sequence of de- 
pendent and identically distributed one-dimensional random variables, with a 
continuous distribution function F. Then, one can construct a sequence {B,) of 
Brownian Bridges and a Kiefer process K such that 
and 
suf: 1 E,(x) - B,(F(x))/ “2 O[n+ log n], 
suf: 1 G2E,(x) - K(F(x), n)/ “z O[log2 n]. 
In our representations for one-dimensional empirical processes, we will 
employ Theorem B, because of its better rates of convergence in this case. 
The advantage of obtaining representations in terms of a Kiefer process 
K(s, n) gives one the limiting distribution in both s and n, while a corresponding 
representation in terms of a sequence (B,(s)} of Brownian Bridges gives one 
the limiting distribution in s, for each n. Using a Kiefer-type representation, 
one can establish certain strong laws for the empirical process by establishing 
the same for the Kiefer. For example, given the law of the iterated logarithm 
for the Kiefer process: 
lim sup sup 1 K(s, n)j(2n log log .)-II2 “2 1 , 
n-Kc osrc1 
(2.3) 
one can deduce the same, via Theorem B, for E,(x): 
lim sup sup 1 &(x)1(2 log log fi)-1/2 “2’ 4 . 
n-a XER 
(2.4) 
This type of procedure is known as the strong invariance principle. 
Besides giving one a stronger type of convergence (almost-sure) with rates, 
the use of Theorems A and B (rather than the usual weak convergence results 
in applications), simplifies the mathematical proofs. Since one has a representa- 
tion for E,(x), one can simply substitute the process B,(TD,) (or K(TD, , n)), 
plus an error term which converges to zero almost-surely, uniformly in X, for 
E,(x) in many complicated expressions. The limiting distribution of statistics 
based on these expressions can be obtained as functionals of the expressions 
after substitution. Thus, one may dispense with (often complicated) tightness 
arguments which are characteristic of weak convergence methods. However, 
further work involving computation of such limiting distributions in the multi- 
variate case is needed. This approach was begun by CsSrgb et al. in [6]. For 
further developments,, we refer to [2-5, 7 and 93. 
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3. STRONG APPROXIMATIONS OF S,, AND Z,, 
For the process S,, , defined by (1.2) we have: 
THEOREM 1. Let Xl , X, ,..., X, ,... and Yl , Yz ,..., Y, ,... be two independent 
samples of independent random vectors, where the Xi (i = 1,2,...) are identically 
distributed with distribution function F and the Yj (j = 1, 2,...) are identically 
distributed with d.f. G. Assume that F and G satisfy the conditions of Theorem A. 
Then, under the hypothesis: F = G, one can de$ne a sequence of Brownian Bridges, 
{B,,}, such that 
sup I S,,(x) - &,PWla~~ %& ml], 
XERd 
where 
g(n, m) = m~[nn-1/t2(d+1)l(log n)3/2, m-1/t2(d+1)l(log m)V]. (3.1) 
Remark 4. Many multivariate distribution functions satisfy the conditions 
of Theorem 1 (and Theorem A). One example is the multivariate normal. 
Theorem 1 can also be stated in terms of Kiefer processes, but for our purposes, 
we shall only require the Brownian Bridge representation. As a consequence of 
Theorem 1, we have 
&nsx) 5 B(T4), asnandm-, co, 
where (B(t); t E [0, lld} is a Brownian Bridge, and hence 
sup &m(x) --% sup B( TQJ, 
XERd XERd 
sup I SW&)l --% sup I B(T&)I, 
XEERd XERd 
I [%&)I2 &F,(x) + mG&)l(n + m>-’ -% I PWU2 dW> 
s &m@) dF&) --% I B(TQJ dW, 
as n and m ---f co. The latter two statements follow from Kiefer [15, Lemma of 
p. 4241. 
Remark 5. In the case when the components of the random vectors X, and 
Yi are independent, then F’*)(xi / x1 ,..., xi-J = Fi(x,), hence TD, = 
{(b, , b, ,..., bd) E Id: bi < F<(q)} and hence B(TD,) and K(TD, , n) can be 
written as the processes B(F,(x,),..., F&Q)) and K((Fl(xl),..., F&4), n), respec- 
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tively. Consequently, on applying the transformation si = F,(x,), the statistics 
discussed in Remark 4 have limiting distributions 
sup B(s), SUP I W)l! 1 [B(s)]~ ds, and 
sel” 
1 B(s) ns, 
rel” ‘I” -Id 
respectively. Thus, given that the components of the Xi and Yi are independent, 
the limiting distribution of the above statistics does not depend on the (continu- 
ous) distribution function F. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We have 
S,,(x) = [m/(n + m)]1hz1/2[Fn(x) -F(x)] - [n/(n + m)]““m112[G,,(x) -F(x)], 
by adding and subtractingF(x). Then, by Theorem A under our null hypothesis 
F = G, 
S,,(x) = [m/(n + m)]‘l”l$~)(T~,) + R:)(x)1 
- [n/(n + m)]““[B~‘(TD,) + R~+)l, 
sup 1 R;)(x)1 “2 Q[n-‘w+“J(log 43’7, 
r 
and 
sup 1 R:‘(x)1 “2. @[m-142(d+1)l(log m)3’2]. 
D 
Since (Xi} and {Yj} are independent sequences, {Ba)} and {B$} can be con- 
structed independently. Hence, we obtain 
where B,,(TD,) = [m/(n + m)]112B~1)(TDz) + [n/(n + rn)]‘12B~~‘(TDr) is a 
sequence of Brownian Bridges and sup2 ) &,(x)1 =&as. @[g(n, m)]. 1 
Remark 6. In the univariate (d = 1) case, the limiting distributions of the 
above-mentioned statistics are known. However, for d > 1, the distribution of 
SUP,,~~ B(s) and SUP,,I~ I B(s)1 is not yet known. For d = 2, Durbin [12] has 
tabulated 10, 5, and 1 y0 significance points for the distribution of s [B(s)]~ ds 
and he has proved that j B(s) d s is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance 
7/144. Burke [4, 51 has shown that for dimension d > 1, j’B(s) ds is normally 
distributed with mean 0 and variance 3-d - 2-2d. However, for d > 2, the 
distribution of j’ [B(s)Js ds has not yet been tabulated. In addition to UJ&,, of (1.3), 
we will also consider the test statistic 
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whose limiting behavior is discussed in Remarks 4 and 5, and immediately 
above. 
Consider now the process Znl,(~) defined by (1.5), under the null hypothesis 
(1 .l). By using representations, we can obtain the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Let XI , X, ,..., X,, ,... and YI , Yz ,..., Y, ,... be two independent 
sequences of independently and identically distributed random vectors with con- 
tinuous distribution functions F and G, respectively. Then, under the null hypothesis 
(1 .l), one can define a sequence of d-dimensional Brownian Bridges {B,*,} such that 
SUP I 6A-4 - B,*,(F&,),..., ~dbdNl “2 Q(n, 41, 
ZfRd 
where g(n, m) is defined by (3.1) and x = (x1 , x2 ,..., xd). 
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is divided into two parts. First, the approxima- 
tion will be established, and then, the covariance of the limiting distribution 
will be obtained: 
(a) The approximation. We have 
.G,(x) = Cm/@ + 411’2Tn(4 + Mn + m)llW&) - 2~&)1, 
where 
and 
T,(x) = rW[F,(x) - F(x)], 
U,(x) = m1j2[G,(x) -F(x)], 
(3.3) 
V,(x) = ml’” [ii. G&J - F(x)]. 
k=l 
By Theorem A, there is a sequence {BL’)} of d-dimensional Brownian Bridges 
such that 
T,,(x) = B’l’(TD n I ) + R!‘(x), 
where Rg)(x) is as in Theorem 1. Under the null hypothesis H,, of (l.l), as 
mentioned in Remark 5, we have 
T,(x) = &(F,(x,),..., Fd(xd)) + R:‘(x). 
Similarly, under HO , 
V,z(x) = Bt?(F&,),..., F&d) + &‘(x), 
where {B$‘) is a sequence of d-dimensional Brownian Bridges and R$(x) is as 
in Theorem 1. 
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For the process L,,! under H,, , we have 
by regrouping the terms in the summation. By Theorem B, there exist d inde- 
pendent one-dimensional Kiefer processes Kr , K, ,..., Kd such that 
V,(x) = rn-l12 K,(F,(x,), m) lfj G&A +&(x1) K2(F2(x2h ml h .GmkW 
k=2 k=3 
where sup= ) X$(x)/ =a.*. O[m-rj2 log2 m]. Under H,, , the marginal empirical 
d.f. G,, are independent; hence, the Kiefer processes Kk can be constructed 
independently. By (2.4), 
sup 1 G,&Xk) - F,(x,)l a2’ o[m-1’2(10g log m)1’2], 
X7&R 
and hence for each j (1 < j < d), 
s=Rd k=j+l 
Gmb(.qJ - k-tI F,(x,) 1 z’ B[m-r/s(log log m)r/a]. sup 1 fi 
From (2.3), we deduce for each j, 
SUP / m-l'"&(Fj(x~), m)j 1 fi Gmk(xk) - fi Fk(xk) 1 “2. @[m-l/2 log log m], 
XERd k=iil k=jfl 
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and thus 
V,(x) = i nFj(Xi) m-l/vqFj(x,), m) + Rf(x), 
j=l ifj 
where sup3 j Rl;f)(x)j = a.8. @I[m-l/s logs m], since this latter rate is worse than 
O[m-liz log log m]. 
Consequently, we obtain 
where sup3 1 R,,(x)\ =a.8 O[g(n, m)] and 
B~m(~l(xl),..., F&x,)) = [m/(n + m)ll’” ~‘,V,(~,L F,(x,)) 
+ [n/(n + m)]“” ~~‘(~r(Q...~ F&d)) 
- 2 i n Fj(Xj) ?K1’2Kj(Fj(Xj), m)] . (3.4) 
j=li#;) 
(b) The covariance of B,*, . That the limiting distribution of U, - 2V, 
is Gaussian follows from the argument of Blum et al. [I], who studied the weak 
convergence of the process U,n - V, in their paper on tests of independence 
in the one-sample case. Since the two samples are independent, Bk’) is inde- 
pendent from B$) and the Ki . Hence, the process B,*,, is Gaussian. 
Under H,, of (l.l), there is no loss of generality in assuming that F and G are 
uniform distribution functions on [0, lld. Clearly, the process U,(x) - 2Vm(x) 
has mean zero. To obtain the covariance of the limiting distribution of U, - ZV,, 
we first have 
EU?n(x) &L(Y) = fi (Xk * Yk) - ,il! XkYk * (35) 
k=l 
Following Blum et al. [l], note that 
Hence 
- 2d2 fi X~JJ~ + d2 fi xiyi + Op(m-1/2), 
i=l isI 
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and thus, 
Finally, for the cross products, we obtain 
- d fi xiyi + d fi xiyj + o,(m-l/2), 
i=l i=l 
and hence 
= il txk ,, ye) n xiy; - d -ii xiyi + @v(~-~‘~)- 
i#li i=l 
(3.7) 
Consequently, we have 
E[UmW - 
from (3.9, 
2V,(x)l[lJ,(y) - 2Vm(Y)l = E&&(4 vn(Y) - 2~vn(4 Vm(Y) 
- 2EV&) Q/a(Y) + 4EV&) Vm(Y) 
= fi (% A Yk) - fi %Y, + @Dw1’2), 
(3.6), and (3.7), and thus 
Bff’(F~(Xl),..., Fd(Xd)) - 2 i n Fi(Xj) m-l’“Kj(Fj(xj), m), 
j=l i#j 
which is the second part of (3.4), is a Brownian Bridge, for each m. Since the 
sequence {B’,1’} of Brownian Bridges is independent of {I$,?} and the Ki , it 
follows from (3.4) that B,,, IS a Brownian Bridge, for each n and m. fi 
COROLLARY 2.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 2, we have 
M,2, - ,b [B&(s)]~ ds --Jf-+ 0 I 
and 
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where Mi,,, and I,,,,, are defined by (1.6) and (1.7), respectively, and {Bzm} is the 
sequence of Brownian Bridges of Theorem 2. Consequently, 
M,2, --% 
I [%)I2 ds, Id 
and 
Jnnz --% N(O,3-d - 2-9, 
where N(p, u2) is a normal random variable with mean /1 and variance u2. 
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 2, the Lemma of Kiefer [ 15, p. 4241, 
suitably modified, and Remark 6. 1 
4. CONSISTENCY PROPERTIES 
The oi,-test, at level OL, is defined as: reject the null hypothesis (l.l), if 
w”,, 2 44, for large values of n and m, 
where w:, is defined by (1.3) an e O( is uniquely obtained from the equation: d ( ) 
P [[, PW12 ds 2 44] = 01. (4.1) 
The Qam- test, at level 01, is defined as: reject the null hypothesis (l.l), if 
I Qm I 3 44, for large n and m, 
where en,,, is defined by (3.2) and c(a) is obtained from: 
1 - @[c(ff) . (3-d - 2-29-l] = (r/2, (4.2) 
where @ is the standard normal, N(0, l), distribution function (cf. Remark 6). 
Similarly, the M&-test, at level (Y, is defined as: reject (l.l), if 
M$, >, 44, for large n and m, 
where M& is defined by (1.6) and e(m) is defined by (4.1). The .J,,-test is 
defined like the Q,,-test, above. 
Concerning the consistency of the tests, we have 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that t/z underlying distribution functions 3’ and G 
satisfy the conditions of Theorem A. Tk, the wt,-test is consistent against the 
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alternatives A, and A, , defined in Section 1. The Q,,nl-test is consistent against 
the alternative 
A,: F and G, such that 
J 
*F(x) - G(x) dF(x) f  0, (4.3) 
which is a subset of A, u Az . 
In this context, consistency of a test against an alternative A means that if A 
is, in fact, true, then the test would reject the null hypothesis, with probability 1, 
as n and m become infinitely large. Note that the alternative (4.3) includes the 
one-sided alternatives: 
A,*: G(x,) # F(x,) for some x,, , and F > G or G 3 F. 
Proof. Let H&x) = [nF,(x) + mGn(x)](n + m)-i, and let anln = 
nm(n + m)-r s [F(x) - G(x)12 dH,,,(x). Using the elementary inequality: 
(b + c)~ > b2/2 - c2, we obtain 
2 anlfL = nm(n + m)-l[F(x) - G(x) + F%(x) - F(x) - (G,(x) - G(x))12 dH&x) 
> anm/2 - nm(n + m)-’ 1 [Fn(x) - F(x) - (G,(X) - G(x))I~ dH&x) 
= anm/2 - (n + m)-’ 1 [wz~‘~B~‘)(TFD~) 
- r~l’~B:)( TGDJ]” dH,,(x) + Rnm , 
where R,, -+ 0, almost surely, by Theorem A, and where TGD, (resp. TFD,) 
is TD, , as defined in Section 2, with G (resp. F) as the underlying d.f. We have 
lim P[u”,, > e(e) ] A, or A,] n,m+m 
= .limm P [aJ2 - (n + m)-’ !” [m112B~)(TFD,) - ~z~‘~B~)(TGD~)]~ dH(x) 
3 e(a) I Al or A,] 
where H(x) = [nF(x) + mG(x)](n + m)-l, and this latter probability equals 1, 
if we show that anm --tp co, as n and m + co, since the subtrahend has a limiting 
distribution. In this last inequality, we have used the Lemma of Kiefer [15, 
p. 4241. 
Under A, and A, , there is an x,, E Rd, such that F(x,) # G(x,) and hence 
[F(x,) - G(x,)]~ > 0. Because of the continuity of F and G, it follows that 
s [F(x) - G(x)12 dF(x) = cl > 0 and s [F(x) - G(x)j2 dG(x) = <2 > 0. 
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Since s[F(x) - G(x)12d[H,,(x) - H(x)] jp 0 as n, m + 00, it follows that 
a,, -+Po3,asn,m+u3. 
Similarly, from the inequality 
the second assertion follows. 1 
Note that under A, of (1.4), W& and Qnm have nondegenerate limiting 
distributions (cf. Remark 4). These limiting distributions are, in general, not 
the same as that of j [B(s)]~ ds and s B(s) ds. Hence these tests would not be 
consistent against A, . Th is remark leads us to the consideration of tests based 
on ME, and Jnm: 
PROPOSITION 2. Assuming that the underlying d.f. F and G satisfy the con- 
ditions of Theorem A, the M&,- test is consistent against the alternative 
4: F@,) # 2 . fi G&d - G(G), for some x0 = (xol ,..., x&. 
k=l 
The J,,-test is consistent against the alternative 
which is a subset of A, . 
Note that the class A, contains the class A, of (1.4) but does not contain 
either A, or A, . Both A, and A, intersect each of A, and A, . Also, with A, in 
mind, the class A, contains the alternative: 
A,*: F = G, and j [G(x) - If G&d] d fi G,(Q) f 0. (4.4) 
k=l k=l 
Before we prove the proposition, we shall give three examples of families of 
bivariate functions for which dependence of the components implies the second 
part of (4.4). 
EXAMPLE 1 (Gumbel [13]). Let Gr and G, be any continuous one- 
dimensional distribution functions. For x = (x1 , x2), define 
G(x) = G&J G2@2>Cl + b(l - G,W(l - G2(~2))19 
6831714-3 
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where -1 < b ,( I. Then, we obtain 
J . [GW - G&G) G,(41 dWd G(G) 
l = SJ’ l t,t,p + b( 1 - tr)( I - tz)] - t,t, dir dt, = & , 0 0 
by substituting tI = Gr(x,) and t, = Ga(xe). Now, G(x) = G,(x,) G,(n;), for all 
x E R2, if and only if b = 0. Hence the second part of (4.4) is valid when the 
components are dependent. 
EXAMPLE 2 (Gumbel [ 131). A bierariate exponentiul distribution function can be 
defined as: 
G(x) = 1 _ ,--XI _ e-“z + e-WWCWz, 
for x1 > 0, x2 > 0, and 0 < c < I. Then, 
G,(x,) = 1 - emzk, for R=l,2, 
and G(x) = G,(x,) Gs(x& if and only if c = 0. We have 
s FW - G&J G2@2)1 dG(x,) G2@2)4 
cc co 
zzz 
ss l?-“2- 
cxl% _ e-“‘-“z] e-W”2 dx, dx 2 
0 0 
= 
IS 
[e-cz~ez - ]] e-2x1-2% dxl dx2 < 0 f if c > 0. 
0 0 
This follows from: exp[-2x, - 2x,] > 0, for x1 , x2 > 0 and exp[-cxrx,] < 1, 
for all x, , x2 > 0. Hence dependence implies the second part of (4.4). 
EXAMPLE 3 (Bivariate Normal). The bivariate normal density is given by 
g(xl , x2) = (1 - p2)-1~2(2~u,u2)-1 exp{ -[2(1 - p2)]-l 
x [(Xl - Pl)2/ul 2 - 2&I - P&2 - P2YV2 + b-2 - P2)“/~221>~ 
The marginals gr(xr) and ga(xJ are normal (pr , ur2) and (p2 , u22) densities, 
respectively. We obtain 
s [G(x) - G&d G2@2)1 G(xI) G2@2) 
= s W dG(4 G2@2) - t > 
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on substituting t, = G&c,) and t, = G&s). It suffices to show that 
S G(x) dG,(x,) G&a) # 2, if and only if p # 0. To do so, we will consider the 
convolution of the distribution functions G(x) and G&Y,) G&X,): 
Let a = (a, , az) and p = (pr , &. The convolution of G and G,G, is given 
by 
W) = j G(a - 4 W-4 G&G) 
where b(x, , xs) is the bivariate normal density with mean vector 2p, variances 
or212 and ~~“12, and correlation coefficient p/2. Now, 
fW14 = j  WP - ~)dG&d G2@2) 
= 
s 
[l - Gdx,) - G2@2) + WI dG(xd G2&2) 
= 1 - 4 - 4 + 
i 
G(x) dG,(x,) G,(x,) 
= 
s 
G(x) dG(x,) G2@2). 
Since H has mean vector 2~ and correlation coefficient p/2, H(~F) = ), if and 
only if p = 0. Hence the second part of (4.4) is valid, if and only if p # 0. 
Remark 7. The above three examples are of distributions which satisfy 
G(x) < I$=, 6&J, for all x = (x1 , x2 ,..., 4 E Rd, or G(x) 2 Ilk G&d, 
for all x E Rd. This type of dependence was studied previously by Lehmann [17] 
in the bivariate case (d = 2), and by Jogdeo [14] in the multivariate case. It is 
clear that for the family of distributions given by 
r G: G(S) > fi G,(x,), for all x G: G(x) < fi Gk(xk), for all x B=l b=l 
dependence of the components implies the second part of (4.4). 
Proof of Proposition 2. Let 
b nm = nm(n + W j [F(x) + G(x) - 2 Ij G,(X,)]2 d F ‘Xx,). 
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Then, as in the proof of Proposition 1, 
= brim/2 - (n + ~$1 j [m'!'B"'(TFDJ + n1'2B~)(TGDZ) 
where R,,, + 0, as. and Bkl) (resp. B$ and Ki) are the Brownian Bridges 
(resp. Brownian Bridges and Kiefer processes) given in the proof of Theorem 2 
to approximate Z’,(x) (resp. U,(x) and VJx), with G as the underlying d.f.). 
Denote the second integral of the right side of the above equality by h,, . Then, 
h nm -+% h, as n,m+co, 
for some random variable h, since the square root of the integrand of h,, 
converges, in distribution, to a Gaussian process. Consequently, it suffices to 
show that b,,, ---tp co, as n, m + a3. This latter statement follows as in the 
proof in Proposition 1 for arlnl . Hence, the M&-test is consistent against A, . 
The proof that the J,,,-test is consistent against ,4, is similar, and will be 
omitted. 1 
5. SOME ASYMPTOTIC POWER PROPERTIES 
The asymptotic power of the tests, under sequences of alternatives which 
converge to the null hypothesis, can also be obtained. To this end, let us assume 
that XI , X2 ,..., X, have common d.f. F(“), Ya , Ya ,..., Y, have common d.f. 
Gtnz), for each n and m, and that 
sup 1 F’“‘(x) -F(x)/ --f 0; sup 1 G’“‘(x) - G(x)1 -+ 0 
z z 
as n, m -+ co, where F and G satisfy (1 .I). Suppose also that 
(5.1) 
[nm/(n + rn)]“” k(n)(x) + Gem)(x) - 2 fi GL~)(%~)] + q(x), (5.2) 
it=1 
uniformly in x, as n, m ---f co. We have 
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PROPOSITION 3. Suppose thatF(n) and G(*) satisfy the conditions of Theorem A. 
Then, under the sequence of alternatives, where (5.1) and (5.2) are satisfied, 
s;P I z&4 - U%%L(~I(%)Y..~ F&d)) + 4(41\ = 0, 
as n, m ---f co. Consequently, 
and 
where N = l B(s) ds + s q(x) dF( x is a normal random variable with mean ) 
J 969 Wx) ad variance (3-d - 2-2d). 
We can obtain the following bounds on the asymptotic power of the Mz,-test 
against the class of alternatives satisfying (5.2): 
P(w2 > (e(a)li2 - A1/2)2} 
3 P{w2 >, (e(a)“” + Ll1/2)2}, 
where w2 = J [B(s)]” d s and d = [ [q(x)]” dF(x). This follows from Proposition 3 
and the triangle inequality for L2 norms: 
(/f2 + (jp),,, > (J (f-p)“)l’2 b (Sfe)1’2 - (py. 
Proof of Proposition 3. As in the proof of Theorem 2, by Theorem A and 
(5.2), we have 
Z,,(X) = [nm/(n + rn)]l/” [F=(x) - F’“)(x) + G,(x) - G(“)(x) 
- 2 (n Gmk(xk) - fl G;m’(xk)) + WJ(x) + G(nL)(x) - 2 JJ G;$(x,,] 
k k k 
= [m/(n + rn>11/2 B(~~)(TF”)D,) + [n/(n + m)]“” bzai(T@‘DJ 
- 2 9$1 E. Gim)(xi) m-““K,(Gj”‘(~,), m) 
1 
-t q(z) -I- &J$), 
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where supr ’ R,,,,(X) -+ 0, almost surely. By (5.1) and the almost-sure continu- 
ous sample path properties of the Gaussian processes, 
sup ) ;1( 1’F’“‘D,) - ;1( TFD,)/ + 0; sup j A( ?‘G(‘8’1D,) - X( TGD,)i ---) 0, 
J d 
as n, m - co, whereF _ G = nt.=, G,. , and hence 
Z,,,(x) ..: fym(F1(xl),..., F,(x,)) i-- q(x) A- R&,(S), 
with supr R;,(x): +a.s- 0. 1 
The results, corresponding to Proposition 3, can be obtained for the process 
S,,,, and the statistics wi, and Qn,, , if Fn) and Gtm) satisfy, in addition to (5. I), 
[nm/(n + m)]1’z[F~7~)(x) - G’“)(s)] + q’(x), 
uniformly in .1c, as n, m + c.0. 
Concluding remarks. In order to test the more general null hypothesis: 
F = G in the multivariate case, one would require tabulation of the limiting 
distributions of w”,,, and/or On,,, in the dependent component case, and, more- 
over, these limiting distributions would, in general, depend on the underlying 
distribution function. In proving Theorems 1 and 2, one may also use the strong 
approximation of the empirical process for uniform [0, lld random vectors 
(cf. Csijrgij and Rev&z [lo]). However, to prove the consistency and asymptotic 
power properties, we needed the more general Theorem A. 
The integral statistics Jnn, and Q,rm were studied because their limiting 
distribution is known under the null hypothesis (I. 1), for all dimensions. They 
are also consistent against one-sided alternatives. When tabulation of J- [B(s)]~ ds 
is available, the statistics w”,, and M& would be preferable, because of their 
more desirable consistency properties. 
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